Conserved BRCT regions of TopBP1 and of the tumor suppressor BRCA1 bind strand breaks and termini of DNA.
The BRCT region, the carboxyl-terminus of BRCA1 (the breast cancer susceptibility gene 1 product), is a ubiquitous region homologous to regions in DNA repair enzymes and cell cycle regulators. We showed that the BRCT regions bound DNA fragments, using the TopBP1 protein (topoisomerase II binding protein 1), with eight BRCTs as a model protein. The bindings were independent of DNA sequences, forms of DNA termini and energy. The BRCT-DNA complex showed resistance to an exonuclease, indicating that BRCT bound DNA breaks. The BRCTs also bound DNA nicks, suggesting that BRCTs play an important role in detection of both single- and double-strand DNA breaks or ends. On the other hand, BRCTs did not bind circular intact DNA. BRCTs of BRCA1 also bound DNA termini. Since some BRCTs are unique general elements in some tumor suppressions, these findings will reveal novel aspects of the tumor suppression mechanism.